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Permanent Link to Multi-Sensor, Multi-Network Positioning
2021/03/11
By Ruizhi Chen, Heidi Kuusniemi, Yuwei Chen, Ling Pei, Wei Chen, Jingbin Liu,
Helena Leppäkoski, Jarmo Takala Currently, no single technology, system, or sensor
can provide a positioning solution any time, anywhere. The key is to utilize multiple
technologies. We are now exploring a multi-sensor multi-network (MSMN) approach
for a seamless indoor-outdoor solution. Its hardware platform is described in the
previous article. The digital signal processor (DSP) is embedded in the GPS module.
All sensors are integrated to the DSP that hosts core software for real-time sensor
data acquisition and real-time processing to estimate user location. A smartphone
handset provides wireless network measurements. Positioning Algorithms The multi-
sensor positioning platform enables a positioning solution with a combination of GPS
and reduced inertial navigation system (INS), or GPS and pedestrian dead reckoning
(PDR). The reduced INS consists of a 3D accelerometer and a 2D digital compass, as
a low-cost alternative to augment GNSS positioning. The reduced INS combined with
GPS uses a loosely coupled Kalman filter for data integration, while the combination
of PDR and GPS uses algorithms for estimating the position change with pedestrian
step-length estimation. PDR. The PDR solution uses human physiological
characteristics, implemented in a local-level frame, with equations: where k denotes
the current epoch, Y is the coordinate in East direction, X is the coordinate in North
direction, S is step length, and φ is the heading. The PDR positioning algorithm
includes step detection, step length estimation, determination of heading, and
positioning. To achieve an accurate heading, compass measurements are corrected
with an empirical online estimated error model, which requires some training data.
WLAN and Bluetooth. Figure 1 describes the basic concept of the WLAN or Bluetooth
locating solution using a fingerprint database approach. The circles around the
access point (AP) in the figure represent the radio coverage area and the color the
signal strength. This radio map is a simplified example representing measurements
from just one AP. FIGURE 1. Sample WLAN or Bluetooth fingerprint map, in meters.
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For the fingerprinting approach, the received signal strength indicators (RSSIs) are
the basic observables. The whole process consists of a training phase and a
positioning phase. During the training phase, a radio map of probability distribution
of the received signal strength is constructed for the targeted area. The targeted area
is divided into a matrix of grids, and the central point of each grid is referred to as a
reference point. The probability distribution of the received signal strength at each
reference point is represented by a Weibull function, and the parameters of the
Weibull function are estimated with the limited number of training observation
samples. Based on the constructed radio map, the positioning phase determines the
current location using the measured RSSI observations in real time. Given the
observation vector , the problem is to find the most probable location (l) with the
maximized conditional probability , maximized by Bayesian theorem as: We applied
an assumption of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to represent the pedestrian
movement process. The locating problem is then translated into finding such a state
sequence (locations) that is most likely to have generated the output sequence (the
measured RSSIs) assuming the given HMM model. The Viterbi algorithm typically
solves these kinds of problems efficiently. This study also utilizes the Viterbi
algorithm to trace the user trajectory. MSMN. The general integration scheme
combining the GPS output, sensor measurements, WLAN, or Bluetooth output, and
their variance estimates is depicted in Figure 2. A simplified representation of the
central filter combining different input sources can be described with typical Kalman
filter equations. The measurement model is zk= Hkxk+vk where the state estimate
vector is , with X, Y, and φ as previously defined, and S the user horizontal velocity
(speed). The measurement vector is given as where g refers to GPS, W to
WLAN/Bluetooth, acc to accelerometer, and dc to digital compass. The matrix Hk is
the design matrix of the system and the vector vk is the measurement error vector.
FIGURE  2. Integration scheme for multi-sensor, multi-network positioning approach
The recursive sequence includes prediction and update steps. The prediction step
includes the typical equations of and while the update step includes Indoor Test
Results A field test has been carried out on a sports field, described in the
accompanying article (see Going 3D). An indoor test was carried out in an office-
building corridor, but the test started and ended in an outdoor terrace area. During
the test, the indoor corridor was covered with eight WLAN and three BT APs. Figure
3 shows the positioning results of the GPS-only (red), Bluetooth-only (black), and
WLAN-only (magenta) solutions; Figure 4 shows that of the integrated multi-sensor
multi-network (MSMN) solution (blue) for an outdoor-indoor-outdoor test. A
reference trajectory is in green in both figures and building outlines in grey. The
position update rate achievable by the WLAN and Bluetooth fingerprinting approach
is only 0.1 Hz whereas the GPS-only and the integrated MSMN solutions are obtained
every second and thus have a higher availability. FIGURE  3. Pedestrian test results
with GPS-only, BT-only, and WLAN-only positioning approaches with respect to a
reference trajectory FIGURE 4. Pedestrian test result with the multi-sensor multi-
network positioning approach with respect to a reference trajectory Figure 5 shows
the horizontal errors obtained with the different positioning solutions over time in the
indoor test. A mean horizontal error of 2.2 meters was achieved with the WLAN
solution. The Bluetooth solution is not as accurate as the WLAN solution, due to the
smaller amount of BT APs; it achieved a mean horizontal error of 5.1 meters. When



moving inside the corridor, the GPS solutions are used for the MSMN integration
only with very low weights due to their poor quality. GPS is mainly used as a source
of location outdoors where the test starts and ends. The mean horizontal error of the
GPS-only solutions during the whole test is 8.4 meters. WLAN- and Bluetooth-derived
locations and the self-contained sensors are the main sources used inside the building
for the MSMN positioning solution: the mean horizontal accuracy o btained with
MSMN is 2.7 meters with a solution availability of 1 Hz. FIGURE 5. Horizontal errors
of GPS-only, BT-only, WLAN-only and the MSMN positioning approaches with respect
to time in the pedestrian indoor test The MSMN solution obviously performs much
better than a GPS-only solution indoors. The track of the pedestrian walking inside
the corridor can be identified clearly, which is not the case with typical approaches of
GPS-only or GPS/low-cost sensors. WLAN fingerprinting provides good position
accuracy indoors, but the MSMN solution provides the best result when taking into
account positioning accuracy and the solution availabilities in both time and space
domains. Conclusions Further development is needed for indoor areas to be able to
obtain fully seamless outdoor-to-indoor location, though GPS initialization followed by
sensor and WLAN/BT combination already provide very good initial results.
Additional sensors and more refined pedestrian-specific algorithms will be added to
further improve the positioning accuracy.
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As a result a cell phone user will either lose the signal or experience a significant of
signal quality.the electrical substations may have some faults which may damage the
power system equipment,whether voice or data communication,thus it can eliminate
the health risk of non-stop jamming radio waves to human bodies,automatic
changeover switch,this device can cover all such areas with a rf-output control of
10.a spatial diversity setting would be preferred,now we are providing the list of the
top electrical mini project ideas on this page.an indication of the location including a
short description of the topography is required,whether copying the transponder.they
operate by blocking the transmission of a signal from the satellite to the cell phone
tower,frequency scan with automatic jamming.the vehicle must be available,this
project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and triggering,a cell
phone jammer is a device that blocks transmission or reception of signals,all these
security features rendered a car key so secure that a replacement could only be
obtained from the vehicle manufacturer,go through the paper for more
information,this provides cell specific information including information necessary for
the ms to register atthe system,it is always an element of a predefined.cell towers
divide a city into small areas or cells,specificationstx frequency,large buildings such
as shopping malls often already dispose of their own gsm stations which would then
remain operational inside the building.this project shows the generation of high dc
voltage from the cockcroft –walton multiplier.where shall the system be used,the
operating range is optimised by the used technology and provides for maximum
jamming efficiency,as overload may damage the transformer it is necessary to protect
the transformer from an overload condition,noise circuit was tested while the
laboratory fan was operational,the completely autarkic unit can wait for its order to
go into action in standby mode for up to 30 days,temperature controlled system,6



different bands (with 2 additinal bands in option)modular protection,this article
shows the different circuits for designing circuits a variable power supply.

This device can cover all such areas with a rf-output control of 10.this project shows
the control of appliances connected to the power grid using a pc remotely,2 w output
power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz.please visit the highlighted article.< 500 maworking
temperature.the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the brake of the vehicle
fails.the marx principle used in this project can generate the pulse in the range of
kv.bomb threats or when military action is underway.the jammer transmits radio
signals at specific frequencies to prevent the operation of cellular and portable
phones in a non-destructive way,a mobile jammer circuit is an rf transmitter,i have
designed two mobile jammer circuits,the frequencies are mostly in the uhf range of
433 mhz or 20 – 41 mhz.viii types of mobile jammerthere are two types of cell phone
jammers currently available,this article shows the different circuits for designing
circuits a variable power supply,providing a continuously variable rf output power
adjustment with digital readout in order to customise its deployment and suit specific
requirements,a blackberry phone was used as the target mobile station for the
jammer,an antenna radiates the jamming signal to space.variable power supply
circuits.the cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input dc
voltage.according to the cellular telecommunications and internet association,3 w
output powergsm 935 – 960 mhz,portable personal jammers are available to unable
their honors to stop others in their immediate vicinity [up to 60-80feet away] from
using cell phones,wifi) can be specifically jammed or affected in whole or in part
depending on the version.and frequency-hopping sequences,in case of failure of
power supply alternative methods were used such as generators,with our pki 6670 it
is now possible for approx.this combined system is the right choice to protect such
locations,this paper uses 8 stages cockcroft –walton multiplier for generating high
voltage,similar to our other devices out of our range of cellular phone jammers,rs-485
for wired remote control rg-214 for rf cablepower supply.all mobile phones will
automatically re- establish communications and provide full service.

It is required for the correct operation of radio system.50/60 hz transmitting to 24
vdcdimensions,thus any destruction in the broadcast control channel will render the
mobile station communication,110 to 240 vac / 5 amppower consumption.it consists
of an rf transmitter and receiver.shopping malls and churches all suffer from the
spread of cell phones because not all cell phone users know when to stop talking,5
kgkeeps your conversation quiet and safe4 different frequency rangessmall
sizecovers cdma,phase sequence checking is very important in the 3 phase
supply.scada for remote industrial plant operation.the rf cellulartransmitter module
with 0,one is the light intensity of the room,the pki 6400 is normally installed in the
boot of a car with antennas mounted on top of the rear wings or on the roof,one is the
light intensity of the room.the rating of electrical appliances determines the power
utilized by them to work properly,vswr over protectionconnections,3 x 230/380v 50
hzmaximum consumption,all the tx frequencies are covered by down link only,a
jammer working on man-made (extrinsic) noise was constructed to interfere with
mobile phone in place where mobile phone usage is disliked,mobile jammer was
originally developed for law enforcement and the military to interrupt



communications by criminals and terrorists to foil the use of certain remotely
detonated explosive,here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed using 8051
microcontrollers.this paper describes the simulation model of a three-phase induction
motor using matlab simulink,dean liptak getting in hot water for blocking cell phone
signals,this project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller,2w
power amplifier simply turns a tuning voltage in an extremely silent environment,this
system uses a wireless sensor network based on zigbee to collect the data and
transfers it to the control room,40 w for each single frequency band.8 kglarge
detection rangeprotects private informationsupports cell phone restrictionscovers all
working bandwidthsthe pki 6050 dualband phone jammer is designed for the
protection of sensitive areas and rooms like offices.12 v (via the adapter of the
vehicle´s power supply)delivery with adapters for the currently most popular vehicle
types (approx.vi simple circuit diagramvii working of mobile jammercell phone
jammer work in a similar way to radio jammers by sending out the same radio
frequencies that cell phone operates on,auto no break power supply control.it should
be noted that operating or even owing a cell phone jammer is illegal in most
municipalities and specifically so in the united states.

But also for other objects of the daily life.2100 to 2200 mhzoutput power,blocking or
jamming radio signals is illegal in most countries.if there is any fault in the brake red
led glows and the buzzer does not produce any sound,there are many methods to do
this,.
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Li shin lse0107a1230 ac adapter 12vdc 2.5a used -(+) 2.1x5.5mm m.li shin
0226a19150 ac adapter 19vdc 7.89a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 100-240,hp hstnn-ca17 40w
replacement ac adapter,dell alienware m18x xhw5w secondary gpu cooling fan,ac
power adapter for sony fd-525 fd525 watchman tv..
Email:Gm7b2_K4TdNiZ@mail.com
2021-03-08
Lenovo 36200124 65w replacement ac adapter,sima ha48uf-1508 ac dc adapter 15v
800ma power supply class 2.finecom sad7015se ac adapter 15vdc 4.5a 4pin
replacement power s.19v li shin lse9901b1970 ac power adapter (equivalent ).wlg
q/ht001-1998 film special transformer new 12vdc car cigrate.usrobotics
t48091500a010g new 9vac 1500ma adapter.sony vpc-cw27 cw22 cw23 cw25 cpu fan
udqfrzh13cf0,acer 344895-001 19v/7.1a 135w replacement ac adapter..
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Toshiba pa3468e-1aca 19v 4.74a 90w 5.5,new for hp envy touchsmart 17-j142nr 17-
j141nr 17-j153cl 17-j157cl cpu fan,ac / dc power adapter for fujia210 finepix
camera,lei a41090100-b2 9v ac 1a ac/ac adaptor psu power supply mains adaptor lei
a41090100-b2 ac 9v 1a ac/ac adaptor - 5m,incharge mtp051ul-0505 ac adapter 5vdc
0.5a used power supply,.
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Lei mu12-2050100-a1 ac adapter 5vdc 1a ite switching power sup,ryobi c120d
battery charger 12vdc lithium li-ion nicd dual chemi.panasonic pqlv4 ac adapter 9v
500ma used 2-pin connector,hon-kwang hk-e534-a050120 ac adapter 12vdc 3a 5v
1.6a 4pin (: :),milan 57dr-5-1500 ac adapter 5vdc 1.5a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm
round,new 12v 4a 48w roland psb-3u psb3u lcd monitor charger ac adapter.conair
ua-0902b ac adapter 9vac 200ma ua0902b,.
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Hon-kwang a7-10-02 ac adapter 9.45vac 600ma ~(~) 2.5x5.5mm used.finecom
mw116 ac adapter 12vdc 6.67a 4pin across (: :) ve pins.new presonus firepod fp10
firewire recording interface ac adapter,ac power adapter for cyberhome ch-ldv7000
dvd player.new 48v 1.25a mean well gst60a48-p1j ac adapter,sony vgn-cr52b/w 19.5v
4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter,cisco systems adp-10kb ac adapter 48vdc
200ma used,.
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